
 

Choose the best answer to complete the paragraph 
 
Studying abroad ___2__ students many advantages .__7_, students have the 
opportunity to learn _4__ by interacting with native speakers every day. The 
students live in a new culture_3__ they can learn both in and __6__ the 
classroom. Studying abroad teaches students that there are _11_of looking at 
the world. This is a very important part of education. Students learn to be 
flexible ____8____ they have to adapt to different _16__ of living. They 
experience another culture in a_5__ significant way than if they simply __14__ 
a vacation to another country. Foreign students are far from home. __12__, 
they _15__ become responsible and self-reliant. When they study abroad, 
students have an experience they will remember all their lives. 
 
1-Choose the best topic sentence  

a- Studying abroad offers students many advantages 

b- many advantages 
c- Studying abroad 
 
2- Choose the best phrase 

a- students offers  

b- offers students 

c- offer students 

 
3-Choose the best word 
A. but  
B. so 
C. also 
 
4- Choose the best phrase 
a- news language 

b- a new language 

c- language new 

 



5- Choose the best phrase 

a- a many more 

b- a more much 

c- a much more 

 
6- Choose the best phrase 

a- out of 

b- out off 

c- of out 

 

7- Use transition words and phrases: 
a- First of all 

b-- First of 

c-- First off 

 
8-Use transition words and phrases: 

a- therefore 

b-because 

c—Therefore 

 

9- connect similar ideas 

a- Also Studying abroad teaches 

b- Studying abroad also teaches - 
c - In addition Studying abroad teaches  
 

10- connect similar ideas 

a- - In addition ,the students live in a new culture 

b- The students also live in a new culture 

c-in addition The students live in a new culture 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
11-Choose the best phrase 

a-other way 

b-another ways 

c- other ways 

 
12-Choose the best word 

a-Therefor 

c- so 

b-also 

 
13-Choose the best concluding sentence 

a. When they study abroad, students have an experience they will remember all 

their lives 

b- students have an experience they will remember all their lives 

c-. When they study abroad, students have an experience 
  
14- Choose the best word  

a- took a vacation 

b- take a vacation 

c- taken a vacation 

 
15- Choose the best word   

a-must become  

b- have become 

c- have to become 

 
16- Choose the best word 

a- different way 

b- different ways 

c- differents ways 
 


